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Chapter 1 : 44 Sycamore | So This Is Harris
Forty-Four Sycamore shows a 'new' middle-class couple trying both to impress and entertain their more established
neighbours - with hilarious results. The Last Apache Reunion concerns a group of men at their school reunion, trying to
relive their past and, to the dismay of their wives, cover up what they would prefer to hide.

The flooding along the Arizona River during May was the greatest since A total of 57 people died, 38 of those
were in Topeka. The Topeka Daily Capital also reported that 4, people were driven from their homes. The
Lawrence Daily Journal reported "Desolation everywhere, north side a complete wilderness, country for miles
around one vast sheet of water and homes and property have been swept away to destruction. A prolonged
moist southwest upper air flow produced significant rainfall on the steep slopes of the Mogollon Rim.
Flooding occurred over much of the state as a result of the rainfall. Amounts ranged from inches in the
south-central part of the state, inches in the central basins, and five to eleven inches over and just below the
Rim and White Mountains. These rains were just the latest in a long series of significant rains that began in
late December The previous rains saturated watersheds, raised stream levels, and nearly filled most reservoirs.
The most extensive flooding occurred in the Salt and Verde Basins. Although there was some snow melt
above 6, feet, most of the runoff resulted from the rain. As a result, a huge volume of water rushed down the
normally dry Salt River bed and became a raging torrent through the Phoenix area and western Maricopa
County. Volume at the peak was , cfs on March 2. In the Phoenix area, approaches to eight street bridges were
washed away, leaving only three intact to handle the daily movement of tens of thousands of vehicles. Traffic
was backed up for miles during the rush hours for about a week until the flow of water was contained in the
reservoirs and approaches were filled back in on some of the crossings. The water broke about 2, feet of the
east end of the main runway at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport into large chunks and damaged airport radio and
radar facilities. Thousands of homes were damaged and more than homes were destroyed. Flooding also
occurred along the Little Colorado River, with considerable damage occurring in the Winslow area. Most of
the runoff came from tributaries with headwaters on the Mogollon Rim. On the Hopi and Navajo Indian
Reservations, most of the roads were made impassable, stranding about 10, individuals. Food had to be air
lifted in, as well as fodder for livestock. Approximately 2, feet of runway at Sky Harbor International Airport
is washed away as the flow in the Salt River approaches , cubic feet per second. The heavy precipitation that
developed surged north into the state ahead of Tropical Storm Norma, which had moved just off the tip of
Baja, CA. Strong southerly winds developed over the state ahead of an approaching cold front, providing lift
for the moisture over the higher terrain in the state and producing heavy rainfall. The heaviest rainfall occurred
in the mountainous areas of central Arizona, with numerous precipitation stations recorded inches of rainfall in
24 hours. One station recorded In the Tonto Creek Basin, 15 people who were spending the Labor Day
weekend at cabins or camping along Tonto Creek died as flood waters surged along Tonto and Christopher
Creeks sweeping house trailers, campers and automobiles away and destroying cabins. Many dwellings, roads,
bridges, and other structures were also damaged or destroyed by the record flooding. Flooding at Van Buren
and 48th Street, Phoenix.
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Chapter 2 : Forty-Four Award â€“ The Dragonfly Foundation
This is a collection of two plays by Bernard Farrell: "The Last Apache" concerns a group of men at their school reunion,
trying to relive their past; and "Forty-Four Sycamore" shows a "new".

Playwright[ edit ] Born in Sandycove , Co. Both his parents were passionate about the theatre and his
childhood was filled with attending plays. Bunn and Bookworms which premiered at the Abbey Theatre in
and was revived there in It was first performed in the Abbey Theatre in , starring a young Liam Neeson as
Roger in one of his first roles. It also enjoyed success abroad. In it received its American premiere when it was
toured extensively by Gemini Productions and, in , it had its off-Broadway premiere at the Irish Repertory
Theatre New York. All In Favour Said No! Praised for its high level of comedy - The Irish Times saying that
is "as inventive an Irish comedy as has been seen in years" [6] - it was revived by popular demand at the
Abbey in and, in , received its American Premiere at The South Coast Repertory Theatre , California. In his
social farce Say Cheese enjoyed an extended run at the Abbey , playing to full houses and described by the
Irish Press as "a barrel of fun which gets the audience rolling in the aisles". See Television and radio drama
section. When he returned to theatre in , he entered a ten-year period in which his most critical and popular
successes were produced. These began with 44 Sycamore, written for Red Kettle Theatre Company in which
attracted glowing notices in its native Waterford - "a comic gem" [8] from The Sunday Tribune and "a roaring
success" [9] from The Irish Press - before continuing its success at Andrews Lane Theatre in Dublin and then
onto a National Tour. The Last Apache Reunion. Telling the story of a group of school friends who, in
adulthood, return to their old, derelict school to celebrate a reunion, The Irish Times saw it as "a highly
intelligent, tellingly perceptive, utterly devastating play, uncomfortably comic in its every turn". In , his
much-praised Lovers At Versailles opened at the Abbey. The Irish Independent said: The Verdi Girls was a
specially commissioned play by the Laguna Playhouse California which opened there in May and Wallace,
Balfe and Mr Bunn was a musical play for orchestra and chorus, commissioned by The Theatre Royal
Waterford to celebrate the re-opening of the theatre in In , Farrell returned to the Abbey with Bookworms, a
satirical play set on the evening of a bookclub meeting. The play premiered in June where it played to full
houses, the Sunday Independent having predicted in its review that "Bernard Farrell has done it again and
probably better than ever - the Abbey has a sure-fire summer winner that deserves to become a perennial
favourite". Keane Lifetime Achievement Award.
Chapter 3 : Sycamore Education | School Management System
Forty-Four Sycamore - Bernard Farrell. Touring Ireland through November Share this: Harvey O'Brien. More posts
Email. related posts. The Walworth Farce.

Chapter 4 : SCHULL DRAMA GROUP
Forty Four Sycamore The Last Apache Reunion Forty four sycamore and the last apache reunion: bernard, forty four
sycamore shows a 'new' middle class couple trying both to impress and entertain their more.

Chapter 5 : Forty-four, Sycamore ; &, the last Apache reunion (Book, ) [racedaydvl.com]
Bernard Farrell (born ) is an Irish dramatist, whose contemporary comedies - both light and dark - have been described
as "well-wrought, cleverly shaped with a keen sense of absurdity" and as "dark and dangerous comedy in which
characters are poised on the knife-edge between hilarious absurdity and hysterical breakdown".

Chapter 6 : Bernard Farrell - Wikipedia
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Forty-Four Sycamore is not, in any formal sense, an adventurous piece. The format - new arrivals on the estate invite
successful neighbours for a drink, but the presence of an ill-fitting stranger.

Chapter 7 : Forty-Four Sycamore â€“ Bernard Farrell Review | CultureVulture
BERNARD FARRELL. Bernard Farrell was born in Sandycove in County Dublin in He was awarded The Rooney Prize
for Literature in , The Sunday Tribune Comedy of the year Award for 'Forty Four Sycamore' in , and in 'Kevin's Bed' was
nominated as best Irish Play in the Irish Times/ESB Theatre Awards.

Chapter 8 : Flooding in Arizona
So when you go to 44 Sycamore, knock, knock, knock on the big front door And say is Mabel coming out tonight Ho,
that Mabel is the one that's cute, So don't take any substitute.

Chapter 9 : Forty Sycamore @ racedaydvl.com:
"Forty Four Sycamore" is a great comedy by Bernard Farrell which deals with ambitions to fit in and do as the "Smiths"
do, pretensions and betrayals. Great opportunities for actors, lighting and sound operators.
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